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10Abstract Bergson’s model of time (1889) is perhaps the proto-phenomenological
11theory. It is part of a larger model of mind (1896) which can be seen in modern light
12as describing the brain as supporting a modulated wave within a holographic field,
13wherein subject and object are differentiated not in terms of space, but of time.
14Bergson’s very concrete model is developed and deepened with Gibson’s ecological
15model of perception. It is applied to the problems of consciousness, direct realism,
16qualia and illusions. The model implies an entirely different basis for memory and
17cognition, and a brief overview is given for the basis of direct memory,
18compositionality and systematicity.
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21Introduction

22That Merleau-Ponty acknowledged his early debt to Bergson, I am sure is well
23known in the phenomenological community. I think it safe to say that Bergson was
24the proto-phenomenologist. His entire philosophy was born in the moment of his
25absorption in the concrete experience of time.

26Below homogeneous time, which is the [spatial] symbol of true duration, a
27close psychological analysis distinguishes a duration whose heterogeneous
28moments permeate one another; below the numerical multiplicity of conscious
29states, a self in which succeeding each other means melting into one another
30and forming an organic whole. (Bergson, 1889, 128)
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32But this model of time presents a very real alternative to both the symbolic
33manipulation and neural net models current today. It was made, even then, as
34concrete as possible given then-current physics. Despite what might appear to be, on
35the basis of current expositions of Bergson, an exotic philosophical theory of mind,
36there dwells within it a model that is far more specific for cognitive science than is
37realized. It became my goal, on first reading Bergson, to translate this haunting
38theory into the current language and concerns of cognitive science (Robbins, 1976).
39But to do so with any effect means that one must offer something as concrete as the
40current metaphors of that discipline.
41This is not to say that the model I am about to present is as concrete as possible.
42There is far more work for neuroscience to do. But the case can be made that
43Bergson’s model can be made sufficiently detailed, when updated with the work of
44recent science, to provide the outlines of a dynamic mechanism. Gibson’s ecological
45perception, we shall see, is a particularly important contributor to this project.
46What type of ‘device’ then was Bergson trying to paint with both his abstractions
47and his beautiful metaphors?

48Bergson’s model of perception

49Everything begins with the problem of perception. Without solving the problem of
50perception, one has no base for a theory of memory or cognition. Perception is
51another name for experience. If you do not know what experience actually is, how
52can you have a theory of its ‘storage’? If you do not know how experience is stored,
53how can you have a theory of cognition, the essence of which is to use stored
54elements of experience in thought? Such a theory inherently rests upon symbols that
55are derived from this experience. As such, you cannot know what ‘symbols’ actually
56are. Indeed, your theory of perception may reveal, as we shall see, that experience is
57not something that can be stored, and the notion of a symbol, defined upon this
58experience, may obtain a far different meaning from that envisioned by a science
59rooted in the computer metaphor. This has been the sin, so to speak, of cognitive
60science. It has presumed it can proceed without having solved the problem of
61perception. This is sadly not the case.
62What do I mean by the problem of perception? I will be concrete. We are asking
63how the white-china coffee cup on the table before you, with wisps of steam rising
64and cream-brown liquid surface being stirred, is seen as external, in volume, in
65depth, in space. Yes, to solve this problem, you must solve all the modern problems
66of consciousness as they are understood. You must solve the problem of qualia, the
67explanatory gap, the homunculus.
68Bergson clearly understood these problems. His solution is powerful and elegant.
69It rests in this passage on the problem of perception. In addressing the origin of the
70image of the external world, and denying that the brain produces a ‘photograph’ (or
71representation) of this world, he argued:

72But is it not obvious that the photograph, if photograph there be, is already
73taken, already developed in the very heart of things and at all points in space.
74No metaphysics, no physics can escape this conclusion. Build up the universe
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75with atoms: Each of them is subject to the action, variable in quantity and
76quality according to the distance, exerted on it by all material atoms. Bring in
77Faraday’s centers of force: The lines of force emitted in every direction from
78every center bring to bear upon each the influence of the whole material world.
79Call up the Leibnizian monads: Each is the mirror of the universe. Only if when
80we consider any other given place in the universe we can regard the action of
81all matter as passing through it without resistance and without loss, and the
82photograph of the whole as translucent: Here there is wanting behind the plate
83the black screen on which the image could be shown. Our ‘zones of
84indetermination’ [organisms] play in some sort the part of that screen. They
85add nothing to what is there; they effect merely this: That the real action passes
86through, the virtual action remains. (1896/1912, pp. 31–32)

88By the ‘photograph developed in the very heart of things and at all points in
89space’, Bergson was envisioning the matter-field as a dynamic interference pattern—
90a holographic field. This was 50 years before Gabor discovered the principles of
91holography. Yes, others such as Pribram (1971) have attempted to use holography in
92a theory of mind, but none as did Bergson. To understand the significance of this
93passage and the way in which Bergson’s model of perception works, we must review
94several things: the principles of holography, J.J. Gibson’s theory of perception as
95‘direct specification’ and the role of invariance laws, and some implications of
96current physics.

97Holography

98The ‘hologram’ was discovered by the British-Hungarian scientist Dennis Gabor in
991947. Holography is defined as the process of wave front reconstruction. In
100considering one of the several methods of constructing a hologram, the principles we
101require for understanding the process are simple. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate both the
102process of construction and the nature of a hologram. It can be seen from these
103figures that a hologram is essentially the record of the interference pattern of two
104light waves. The reference wave is usually emitted from a source such as a laser
105(Figure 1) which provides our very ‘coherent’ form of light. Coherence refers to the

Figure 1 Holographic
construction.

Bergson and the holographic theory of mind
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106purity of frequency. A light wave containing only a single frequency of light is
107perfectly coherent. The object wave arises from light reflected off the object of
108which we intend to make a hologram.
109When a reconstructive wave – a wave of the same frequency as the reference wave –
110is beamed on the photographic emulsion containing the interference pattern of the two
111waves, the original wave front is reconstructed (Figure 2, left). The reconstructive wave
112is diffracted as it passes through the plate, analogous to what happens to water waves
113as they flow through a line of barriers and bend around them, though in this case the
114‘barriers’ are the loci of constructive (+ +) and destructive (+ −) interference. Figure 2
115shows that one set of waves travels downwards while yet another set passes through
116undeviated. A third set travels upwards in the same direction that the complex object
117wave in Figure 1 would have been moving. A viewer in the path of these upward
118waves then believes himself to see the source which generated the wave-set located in
119depth behind the hologram and in three dimensions. We might say then that the
120upward traveling waves ‘specify’ the nature of their source of origination, namely a
121pyramid form with a globe in front of it. These waves specify what is termed the
122virtual image.
123There are two major properties of holograms we should review. Firstly, we can
124consider each point of an illuminated object as giving rise to a spherical wave which
125spreads over the entire hologram plate. Thus we can consider the information for
126each point to be spread over the entire hologram. This implies, conversely, that the
127information for the entire object is found at any point in the hologram. In fact, we
128can take a small corner or ‘window’ of the hologram of the pyramid scene in
129Figure 1 and reconstruct the image (wave front) of the entire scene with a
130reconstructive wave. In principle, any point of the hologram carries sufficient
131information to reconstruct the whole scene.

Figure 2 Holographic reconstruction. The reconstructive wave, modulated to frequency 1, reconstructs
the stored wave front (image) of a pyramid/ball. The reconstructive wave, modulated to frequency 2, now
reconstructs the wave front of the cup.
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132Secondly, it is possible to record a multiplicity of wave fronts on the same
133holographic plate. We can do this by changing the frequency value of the reference
134wave. Thus we could make a hologram of a pyramid and ball, a chalice, a toy truck,
135and a candle successively, using reference waves of frequency f1, f2, f3, and f4
136respectively. By modulating the reconstructive wave, i.e., changing its frequency
137appropriately from frequency f1 through f4, we could reconstruct the successive
138wave fronts which originated from each object (Figure 2, left/right). The degree of
139resolution of image separation is a function of the coherence of the reference and
140reconstructive waves. The more finely we can modulate these waves to a single
141frequency, the more distinctly separate and clear will be the reconstructed wave
142fronts. If, however, we were to illuminate the plate with a diffuse, non-coherent
143wave, we would reconstruct a composite image of all the recorded scenes.
144Let us begin to consider the subject of perception. We seek the principle by which
145the perceived external image – in volume, in depth – can be the result of a process that
146is as physical as the image generated by holographic reconstruction. The nature of this
147image, we shall see, is transformed under considerations of time. But it is external
148events that we perceive. The coffee cup on the table before us is simply a special
149case of an event. The coffee cup, with its coffee being stirred, the surface swirling,
150the steam rising, the spoon clinking, is a dynamic event. It is simultaneously an
151experience. We are about to define the elements of this experience.

152Gibson and invariance

153Gibson’s (1950) fundamental insight came in recasting the problem of depth
154perception. When considered from the viewpoint of Newtonian space, as stated by
155Berkeley, a single static eye could not give any information about the third dimension
156since the latter consisted of the line of sight itself, a line represented by only a single
157point on the retina (Figure 3, line ABCD). There is nothing to indicate whether the
158point is near or far, for the point remains invariably the same on the retina. Thus,
159according to Berkeley, “distance of itself, and immediately, cannot be seen”. This led
160to a history of attempts to account for the perception of distance in terms of ‘depth
161cues’, and ultimately to ‘judgments’ and mental operations for inferring depth.
162Gibson, however, turned to the notion of the ‘ground’, and the problem was
163reformulated such that it became how the continuum of distance across the ground in
164all directions is visually perceived. Thus the problem became how the different
165distances, w, x, y, z on the ground line G1G2 are perceived (Figure 3). Note that when
166the eye is put in motion, something varies on the retina in this situation, while in the
167older formulation the distances always project to the same point. Note also that the
168relative distances zyxw are preserved under the projective transformation indicated,
169i.e., they are projectively invariant. This projective invariance is the basic grounding of
170the mathematics characterizing an event. Let us consider an event—‘coffee stirring’.
171The common event of stirring coffee is immensely mathematically rich. If the cup
172rests on a placemat on a tiled table, it rests on a texture density gradient (Figure 4).
173The tiles are our texture ‘units’ and have a decreasing horizontal separation (S) as a
174function of the distance, S∝1/D, and vertically as S∝1/D2. These gradients are
175ubiquitous—beaches, fields of grass, tiled floors, rugs, etc. If the cup is moved
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176towards us across this gradient, the size constancy of the cup as it moves is being
177specified, over time, by the invariant proportion, S∝1/N, where S is the (increasing)
178vertical size of the cup on the retina, N the (decreasing) number of texture units it
179occludes (SN=k).
180When the gradient itself is put in motion, as the subject moves towards the table,
181it becomes an optical flow field—a gradient of velocity vectors where there is an
182increasing point velocity as the distance from the eye decreases, v∝1/d2, all radiating
183from a single point, the point of optical expansion (Figure 5). Let us suppose further,
184that the cup is cubical in structure. If the cup is rotated, then as a side rotates into
185view, an expanding flow gradient is defined, and as the side rotates away, a
186contracting flow gradient is defined (cf. Domini, Vuong & Caudek, 2002). The top
187surface becomes a radial flow field. The cup’s edges are sharp discontinuities in
188these flows. If the cup is static (it can never truly be so given the saccadic motion of
189the eye), and the spoon is stirring the coffee, another form of radial flow field is
190created. When we poured the coffee into the cup, the rate of increase of the pitch of
191the sound as the cup fills with liquid is an invariant specifying the (visual) time it
192will take for the cup to fill to the brim (Cabe & Pittenger, 2000). There are other
193symmetry or invariance laws, we shall see, supporting the form of the cubical cup
194(cf. Robbins, 2004a).
195The stirring motion of the hand is a complex of forces. The use of the spoon is a
196form of ‘wielding’. The moments of force here are described (cf. Turvey & Carello,

Figure 3 The ‘ground’ (after
Lombardo, 1987).

Figure 4 Texture density gradi-
ent (Gibson, 1950). The hori-
zontal separation, S, is
proportional to the distance, or
S∝1/D, the vertical separation as
S∝1/D2. The cups on the
gradient can be viewed as the
same cup in two different
positions.
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1971995) under the concept of the ‘inertia tensor’. Over the periodic motion of the
198stirring spoon, there is likewise a haptic flow field defined, and within this, there is
199an adiabatic invariant—a constant ratio of the energy of oscillation to the frequency
200of oscillation: Energy of Oscillation/Frequency of Oscillation=k. (Kugler & Turvey,
2011987).
202This is the beginning of what we can term the invariance structure of an event,
203which we can define as a specification of the transformations and structural
204invariants defining an event and rendering it a virtual action. The transformations
205define the information specifying the form of the change—rotating, swirling,
206flowing. The structural invariants define the information specific to that undergoing
207the change—a cup, a liquid, a field of grass or stretch of gravel. Let us begin to
208relate this to action. Over this flow field a value, C, is defined by taking the ratio of
209the surface (or angular projection) of the field at the retina, r(t), to its velocity of
210expansion at the retina, v(t), and its time derivative. This invariant, C (or tau),
211specifies time to impending contact with an object or surface, and has a critical role
212in controlling action (Kim, Turvey & Carrelo, 1993). A bird coming in for a landing,
213must use this C value to slow down appropriately to land softly. As the coffee cup is
214moved over the table towards us, this value specifies time to contact and provides
215information for modulating the hand to grasp the cup (Gray & Regan, 1999;
216Savelsbergh, Whiting & Bootsma, 1991).

217Gibson’s direct specification

218For Gibson, the world is ‘directly specified’ by this information; there is no ‘code’
219for the world created in the brain for a homunculus to unfold, no theatre of
220consciousness. To unfold a code, the homunculus would already have to know what
221the world looks like. Three dots in your neural matrix so to speak, ‘...’, can stand for
222an ‘S’ in Morse code, the number three, the three blind mice or Da Vinci’s nose. The
223domain of this code mapping must already be known. This is the ‘coding problem’;
224it is the problem of representation at its most essential, and its solution is critical to
225the problem of perception (Bickhard & Ritchie, 1983; Robbins, 1976). For Gibson

Figure 5 Optical flow field. A
gradient of velocity vectors is
created as an observer moves
towards the mountains. The flow
field ‘expands’ as the observer
moves. At right, the flow as a
flag rotates towards the observer
(after Robbins, 2004a).
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226(1966), then, the brain merely ‘resonates’ to this richly structured information. His
227‘resonance’ is now understood as prefiguring the attractors of a dynamic system.
228Suppose, then, the event of stirring coffee, and to appreciate the full dynamics
229that might be involved, let the cup be rotating, successively presenting its flow field-
230sides and simultaneously moving towards us across the table’s gradient surface.
231When stirring this (moving) cup of coffee, we are involving multiple areas of the
232brain—visual areas, motor areas, auditory areas, haptic areas. Even the action-goal
233of ‘stirring’ must be supported by the pre-frontal areas. Over these, we have a
234resonant feedback from the multiple re-entrant projections between all areas which
235supports a dynamical pattern occurring over time. For practical purposes, we have a
236near-global, time-extended pattern supported over the brain. The pattern (attractor) in
237some form must support the ongoing invariance structure of the coffee-stirring event
238being specified in perception.
239With this conception we have the following picture: On the one side, we have the
240image of the rotating coffee cup, moving across a gradient. On the other side, we
241have the brain—a dynamically transforming neural network supporting, we can
242posit, an attractor. The form of the attractor has some structural relation to the
243information defining this rotating cubical cup, including its symmetry period. But
244the attractor can look nothing like the transforming cubical cup; this dynamic pattern
245can look ultimately nothing like the phenomenal experience. The pattern is ‘specific’
246to the environment, but this environment, as optic array, and especially at the micro-
247scale of time – the time-scale at which we deal with the life-span and death of
248mesons and vastly less – looks nothing like our phenomenal experience either. We
249have perhaps the worst of ‘codes’. We do not know how the transition step is
250effected. There is a gap between our picture of what is going on in the brain, and the
251experience of the world-out-there. We face the infamous ‘explanatory gap’.
252Gibson had tried to cross the gap by arguing that the attractor or resonance is
253‘specific’ to precisely what is going on in the field external to the brain, i.e., specific to
254the structure of the field over a time-extent. But to be more precise, the attractor must be
255specifying precisely what was going on in the external field. As the brain is inherently
256reacting to or processing information over some period of time, the attractor it supports
257must be specific to a past time-extent of the field at a given scale.
258Rather than unpacking a code, Gibson was trying to locate his extremely dense and
259highly structured perceptual content within the equally highly-structured, external
260matter-field, in fact, within a past time-extent or portion of the transformation of this
261field. But how can this be done? At this point, Gibson ceased theorizing.

262Extending Gibson

263How, we are asking, can there even be an image arising from this ‘specification’ via
264the dynamical, ‘resonant’, codeless pattern (or attractor) supported over the dynamics
265of the brain? Well, in fact, we have seen a process like this already described, namely
266holography. What if, we can ask, the brain were within a hologram? The hologram, as
267Bergson envisioned, would need be formed by the matter-field itself. Physics itself has
268come to view this matter-field nearly routinely as a vast dynamic interference pattern
269(cf. Beckenstein, 2003). Let us take this as a postulate. Then, we can ask, what if the
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270brain were a modulated reconstructive wave passing through this hologram? The
271information in the field-wide, dynamic interference pattern the wave is picking out and
272specifying would be precisely the invariance laws or invariance structures described
273by Gibson. The wave would be ‘modulated’, the modulated pattern being a function of
274the invariance structure of the dynamically changing event, e.g., our rotating flow
275field-coffee cup moving towards us across a texture gradient.
276Viewing the brain as supporting a wave is quite realistic. Yasue, Jibu and Pribram
277(1991) argue for the evolving brain states in terms of complex valued wave flows,
278where constraints on the brain’s (state) evolution are elegantly represented by Fourier
279coefficients of the wave spectrum of this formulation. Glassman (1999), for example,
280attempts to account for the limited capacity of working memory by viewing the brain,
281globally, as a set of waves whose frequencies are confined to a single octave. When
282considering the near-global, time-extended, feedback- resonant pattern supported over
283the brain, it is not a great leap to construe this as a wave, and holographically, as a
284reconstructive wave. In essence, we are saying that this resonant neural activity, which
285we have tended to view as simply supporting an abstract set of computations, may well
286be intended for a far more concrete purpose, as concrete as the dynamics of an AC
287motor. The motor has as its purpose the generation of a field of force; the dynamical
288brain is intended to generate a very concrete waveform, a wave which supports a
289broader form of computation, broader than Turing’s narrow definition, but consonant
290with his larger vision (cf. Copeland, 2000; Robbins, 2002).
291This is, in part, how Gibson’s ‘specification’ could be conceived, and how it could
292give rise to an invariance-structured, external image, an image precisely where it appears
293to be, in the external world, without recourse to unpacking a code for this world. The
294brain is a decoder; it is the reconstructive wave that is unpacking the ‘code’ in the
295holographic field. But there are three major areas we must yet address. I have stated that
296the specification is to the past, i.e., to a past form of the motion of the matter-field. How
297is this possible? Let us approach this together with another element of the problem, the
298homunculus. The difficulty is in Figure 2. Who ‘sees’ this image? We hope not a small
299viewer seated in a control room in the brain. We need to remove the ‘viewer’. This is
300where we need to bring in Bergson’s yet larger framework. Finally, we wish to relate all
301this concretely to action, for in Bergson’s succinct phrase, perception is virtual action.

302The wobbly cube

303To understand how perception is of the past motion of the matter-field, it is
304profitable to embed the question in the problem of the perception of form. Let us
305consider a demonstration discussed by Shaw and McIntrye (1974) with a cube
306constructed of wire edges and rotating at a constant speed. Every such object has a
307symmetry period. If we consider rotational symmetry, the period is given by the
308number of times the object is mapped onto itself or carried into itself in a complete
309rotation of 360°.
310If the room is dark and we strobe the cube periodically, the form that is actually
311perceived is totally dependent on whether or not the periodic strobes preserve this
312symmetry (invariance) information! Suppose the cube rotates fully, 360°, every
313second. If we strobe in phase with or at an integral multiple of this period, for

Bergson and the holographic theory of mind
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314example 4, or 8, or 12 times/s, an observer would see, as we might expect, a cube in
315rotation (Figure 6). But if the strobe is out of phase, what is perceived is not a rigid
316cube in rotation, but a distorted, plastic, wobbly object.
317Why does the rigid cube become a plastic-like, wobbly object? Why does the out-
318of-phase strobe cause the brain to perceive a non-rigid object? Do we not consider
319the form of something – a table, a chair, a cube – utterly set, static, completely given
320at a glance? The strobe is essentially taking snapshots of the cube. Why are these
321snapshots not sufficient to specify the rigid cubical form we would expect? Why are
322they not sufficient to specify the straight lines, straight edges, corners or vertices—
323the standard ‘features’ of a cube? The strobe occurs over time. What is there about
324the brain and time that makes even form a function of time?

325Flow fields and form

326Current perception theory sees perceived form as derived from velocity fields
327(Figure 5) in conjunction with Bayesian constraints. The models (known as ‘energy’
328models) are built upon arrays of elementary spatiotemporal filters, and such filters,
329because of their limited receptive fields, are subject to the aperture problem
330(Figure 7). As such, the estimate of velocities is inherently uncertain, forcing a
331probabilistic approach (Robbins, 2004a for a review). The fundamental constraint
332used by Weiss, Simoncelli and Adelson (2002) is ‘motion is slow and smooth’. The
333energy model/constraint explains many illusions. Applied to the velocity fields
334defining a narrow rotating ellipse, the ‘violation’ of this constraint ends in specifying
335a non-rigid object if the motion is too fast (Mussati’s illusion; Mussati, 1924;
336Figure 8). If we were to consider a ‘Gibsonian’ cube, this becomes a partitioned set
337of these velocity fields. As each side rotates in to view, an expanding flow field is
338defined. As the side rotates out of view, a contracting flow field is defined. The top
339of the cube is a radial flow field. The ‘edges’ and ‘vertices’ of this cube are now
340simply sharp discontinuities in these flows.

Figure 6 Rotating cubes,
strobed in phase with, or
out of phase with, the symmetry
period (after Robbins 2004a).
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341All form, then, from the energy model perspective, is an optimal specification
342given the inherent uncertainty of information. We must now approach a fundamental
343problem noted by Bergson (1896/1912, pp. 266–277), the importance of which is
344essentially ignored—the origin of the scale of time imposed by this dynamical or
345‘resonant’ brain. For, as we shall see, scale implies quality.

346Dynamic systems and time

347The cube, rotating at a certain rate, and perceived as a cube in rotation, is a function
348of a scale of time imposed by the dynamics of the brain. Let us take our rotating
349cube and gradually increase the velocity of the cube’s rotation. With sufficient
350increase, it will become a serrated-edged figure, and at a higher rate, a figure with
351even more serrations. Finally, it becomes a cylinder surrounded by a fuzzy haze.
352Each of these figures is a figure of 4n-fold symmetry—8-edged, 12-edged, 16-edged...,
353with the cylinder a figure of infinite symmetry (Figure 9). In total, this transitional series

Figure 7 The aperture problem.
The card with the grating is
moving to the right, and passes
beneath the card with the circu-
lar aperture. The ends of the
moving lines are now obscured,
and only the downward motion
of the lines is seen in the
aperture.

Figure 8 The normal velocity
vector components (right) of the
edge of the rotating ellipse (left).
These tend to induce non-rigid
motion (after Weiss & Adelson,
1998).
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354of forms reflects the scale of time in which we normally dwell. Each form is a
355different quality. While never in the standard lists of qualia exemplars – ‘pains’, ‘reds’,
356‘the taste of cauliflower’ – nevertheless, form is qualia.
357Let us perform a thought experiment. We have considered increases in the
358velocity of the cube’s rotation. Symmetrically, we can consider increases in the
359velocity of processes underlying the dynamics of the brain.
360This dynamics rests upon a hierarchy of scales—the electron, molecular,
361chemical, neural. It is a coherent system—a change at any hierarchical ‘level’
362affects the whole. At bottom then, this dynamics rests utterly on its lowest ‘level’.
363Again, arbitrarily, we can focus on the chemical level where processes are
364proceeding with a certain chemical velocity or rate of flow. Below this level we
365know that all is dependent on the appropriate orientation of certain bonds, on the
366properties of electron shells, the availability of orbits to occupy, etc. Let us ask a
367‘what if’ question. What if we were to change the chemical velocities underlying this
368entire system and its dynamics? What if, as Hoaglund (1966) suggested, we
369introduce a catalyst (or catalysts)? The effect of a catalyst is simply to promote a
370reaction that would not begin at all at normal body temperature, or which would
371occur and continue only if supplied by a large amount of energy available only at a
372high temperature. An enzyme, as a catalyst, by orienting appropriate bonds, enables
373a reaction to proceed at body temperature, reducing the energy of activation
374normally required to initiate the process.
375I am asking an in principle question here. It is not material at this point if we know
376exactly what this catalyst or set of catalysts is, though in point of fact, as Hoaglund
377notes, even temperature can change chemical velocity. We are asking about an in
378principle possibility, and if it is possible in principle, we are also asking if nature can
379have failed to allow for it. Let us remember then, if we introduce this catalyst(s) into
380our chemical level, that the system is coherent, that there are no preferred levels, and
381thus the system as a whole – the global dynamics – must be affected.

382Scale and invariance

383Let us suppose a catalyst that increases the chemical velocities. As a shorthand, in
384keeping with the nature of a catalyst, we can say that we are raising the ‘energy
385state’ of the system. What might be the effect on our rotating cube? Suppose that the
386system is in its normal state, and that the cube is spinning at sufficient velocity to be
387perceived as a cylinder. Now we begin gradually increasing the strength of our
388catalyst (or catalysts). We would expect the cube to transition, in reverse order from
389Figure 9, from a cylinder through figures of 4n-fold symmetry (where n decreases)
390until we arrive at the cube in slow rotation, and beyond to a motionless cube. The

Figure 9 Successive transfor-
mations of the rotating cube
(2-D view) through figures of
4n-fold symmetry as angular
velocity increases.
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391form of the cube is again specified by an invariance law. Invariance (or
392conservations) under scale transformations is termed gauge invariance (cf. Kugler
393& Turvey, 1987, on invariance laws).
394To borrow from physics, we would say that we are gradually changing the
395‘space–time’ partition. In the relativistic version of these partitions, the space–time
396partitions correspond to measures of distance and time taken with respect to the
397states of motion of observers. It is only invariance laws (d=vt, d′=vt′) that hold
398across such partitions. Each observer obtains a value for distance in his system by
399the same law (distance equals velocity×time), though the measure of time used by
400each is different due to their relative motion. It is only the invariants that are the
401realities of Einstein’s relativistic universe.
402Imagine that we are watching a fly ‘buzzing’ by. The fly’s wings are oscillating at
403roughly 200 cycles/s. The ‘buzzing’ fly, his wings a-blur, represents this ‘history’ of
404oscillations summed as it were in a single visual display. The dynamics of the system
405at normal scale are not sufficiently fast to show the fine grain of the events. But as
406we increase the chemical velocities underlying the dynamics, we are increasing the
407system’s ability to specify the fine grain of the event. With sufficient strength of
408catalyst, we can posit that the fly could now be perceived as slowly flapping his
409wings—like a heron. And again, a new quality.
410Consider the aging of the facial profile. Normally, this is an extremely slow event.
411Yet we recognize easily a face that has aged many years since our last observation.
412Pittenger and Shaw (1975) have shown that this transformation is specified by a
413strain transformation applied to a cardioid, where the cardioid is centered roughly on
414the temple (Figure 10). (A cardioid is a heart-shaped geometric figure with a precise
415equation.) Were the event sped up, the dynamically transforming head would be
416specified by the same law.
417In general, then, the structure of experience is determined by the form of
418information (read law) ‘processed’ by the brain that, (a) holds across these possible
419space–time partitions and, (b) determines the form or event structure of the scaled
420external image. The significance of this should be re-emphasized: if the dynamics of
421the brain is indeed subject to this potential variability, then nature, in respecting this,
422can only be responding to invariance laws as the only form of information valid
423across space–time partitions. Such information is inherently four-dimensional.
424We can think about this in terms of a ratio. We have numbers of elementary
425events occurring in the external environment. Call this E. Let us suppose E here is
426defined by the 200 cycles/s of the wing beats of the fly. We also have numbers of
427elementary processing events occurring in the brain or the organism. Call this O. At
428normal scale, for the sake of simplicity of example, we shall suppose these
429elementary processing events, however we might define them, happen to be 10/s.
430Our E/O ratio is thus 200/10 or 20/1. This ratio corresponds to, or underlies, the
431‘buzzing’ fly of normal scale. Let us say, when we administer our catalyst, we speed
432up the chemical velocities such that now the number of elementary processing events
433in O is 50/s. The E/O ratio is now 200/50, or 4/1. Perhaps this ratio corresponds to
434the scale of the heron-like fly, barely moving his wings. The dynamics of the brain
435then implies this ratio or proportionality upon the elementary events of the external
436matter-field.
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437Consider then Messrs. A and B. Let B have increased chemical velocities. The
438razor-thin instant or ‘present’ of the transforming matter-field is the same for both. A
439sees the ‘buzzing’ fly—hundreds of wing beat cycles forming A’s ‘present’. For B,
440the fly’s wings are barely ‘inching along’. For B, a wing-position ‘a few seconds of
441an arc ago’ is in the vastly far past. The hundreds of cycles comprising the ‘buzzing’
442perceived by A as his ‘present’ are vastly in B’s past. Does B have the right to say all
443these are non-existent, being preserved only by A’s memory? Yet we could imagine a
444being C, at even higher process velocity and yet smaller scale of time, arguing the
445same of B’s minute changes of wing position.
446In essence, we have introduced a ‘relativity principle’ that makes it extremely prob-
447lematic to assign a function to some ‘primary memory’ by which the ‘past’ is preserved
448from non-existence and the perception of time-extended form is enabled. It what sense is
449this a ‘memory’? In what sense, if we can simply attribute a change of the extent of its
450retention of the past (the number of events stored) to a change in the underlying
451dynamics? The basis for the memorywhich supports these extents in perceptions and the
452forms of these perceptions is a far from simple concept of a ‘memory’.

453The problem of time-extent—primary memory

454Scale implies extent. Some form of memory is required to support the time-extended
455experience of ‘rotating’ cubes or ‘buzzing’ flies. I am appropriating the term ‘primary
456memory’ here. I mean a form of memory even more fundamental than the sense in
457which James (1890) used the term. What is the nature and origin of this memory?
458Let us put the question more concretely: how does the brain support the perception of
459a rotating cube? It is a natural theoretical tendency to model this as samples or snapshots
460of the event, where the snapshots are stored in a short-term or immediate memory
461medium, or ‘iconic’ store, etc., allowing the motion to be reconstructed. The event of the

Figure 10 Aging of the facial
profile. A cardioid is fitted to the
skull and a strain transformation
is applied. (Strain is equivalent
to the stretching of the meshes of
a coordinate system in all direc-
tions.) Shown are a few in the
sequence of profiles generated
(adapted from Pittenger & Shaw,
1975).
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462rotating cube would be parsed into a series of slices, each consisting of a frozen, static
463snapshot comprised of the static features of the cube – edges, vertices, surfaces – at some
464position along the imagined circle of the rotation.
465The ‘sampling model’ of the memory supporting the perceived event is inherently
466flawed. Each sample is only a static state. A series of such states is simply a series of
467static states. We have lost the motion. Do we introduce some sort of ‘scanner’ within
468the brain to scan the stored samples? Then we must explain how the scanner
469perceives motion. We begin the temporal form of the (homuncular) infinite regress.
470There are other difficulties. For Shaw and McIntyre’s wobbly non-cube, a strobe
471in-phase with the cube’s symmetry period allowed the brain to specify a cube in
472rotation, while an out-of-phase strobe specified a plastic, wobbly object. The strobe
473flash is equivalent to a sample. A brain-driven sampling mechanism, to allow the
474specification of a cube-in-rotation, would have to be pre-adjusted to the symmetry
475period of the cube—a form of pre-cognition. And if there were two or three cubes
476rotating at different rates?
477The sampling model also implies a set of static features within each sample—
478edges, vertices. But we have seen that these are only ephemeral constructs to the
479brain—sharp discontinuities in velocity fields, features which themselves, in the
480global specification of the form, are functions of Bayesian constraints. Destroy or
481change these constraints, the ‘features’ disappear.
482Sampling provides no answers. But why bother to invoke sampling in the first
483place? We need only to imagine the continuous processes underlying the neural
484firing as the support for the ongoing perception. Taylor (2002), for example, notes:

485The features of an object, bound by various mechanisms to activity in working
486memory, thereby provide the content of consciousness of the associated
487object... In these [neural activity loops], neural activity ‘relaxes’ to a temporally
488stable state, therefore providing the extended temporal duration of activity
489necessary for consciousness... (Taylor, 2002, p. 11)

491The ‘temporal extension’ of neural processes provides the support here for the
492time-extended perception of the rotation. This is a gratuitous assumption. By what
493right do we grant this temporal extension to the material world, including the brain?
494If we can so easily grant it, how do we place a limit upon it? Why should the limit
495not extend for our entire lifetime? Or to the entire history of the matter-field? And
496why would the limit apply only to the brain? On the other hand, we intently pursue
497the method whereby the brain stores experience. Why? Because our implicit model
498of matter is tied to the classical model of time. This model sees matter as existing
499only in the ‘present’ instant.
500Consider the buzzing fly, wings beating at 200 cycles/s. For the sake of choosing
501a scale, assign each wing beat to a ‘present’ instant. As each present instant arrives
502(with its wing beat), the previous moves into the past. The past, to us, is the symbol
503of non-existence. Therefore, to preserve the instant, it must be stored in the ever-
504‘present’ brain (matter), which is to say, in some brain-instantiated memory. The
505‘buzzing’ fly perception is comprised of a series of these ‘presents’ that have long
506since come and gone. By this logic, each must be stored in the brain, i.e., in matter,
507else it is lost to non-existence.
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508But if we are not willing to grant infinite time-extension to the present instant,
509what is the time-extent? In fact, we view the classical ‘instant’ as infinitely divisible.
510Being such, the best we can say is that the classical, ‘present’ instant of time’s
511evolution is the most infinitely minute amount of time imaginable. If the lifetime of
512the shortest lived micro-particle is say, 10−9 ns, then the present instant of the time-
513evolving matter-field is even less than this. This is the best we are allowed to say for
514the actual time-extent of the neurological processes.
515I am forcing a decision here. If we are storing experience in the brain because the
516brain is matter, and matter is always that which is present, therefore existent, as opposed
517to non-existent, then we must face the implications of this logic. Declare the actual time-
518extent of this present. If your model of time is a series of instants, what is the time-extent
519of an instant? If the answer is ‘infinitesimal’, it goes without saying that the notion of
520‘extended’ neurological processes is a convenient, but invalid myth. And it goes without
521saying that the time-extension of these processes cannot then be invoked to support the
522perception of something even so simple as a ‘rotating’ cube.

523Abstract space and time

524How did we get to this state of affairs? The source lies in an abstract space and time.
525Bergson (1896/1912) argued that abstract space is derived from the world of separate
526‘objects’ gradually identified, ironically enough, by our perception. It is an elementary
527process, for perceptionmust partition the continuous, dynamic field which surrounds the
528body into objects upon which the body can act—to throw a ‘rock’, to hoist a ‘bottle of
529beer’, to grasp a ‘cube’ which is ‘rotating’. This fundamental perceptual partition into
530‘objects’ and ‘motions’ – at a particular scale of time we should note – is reified and
531extended in thought. The separate ‘objects’ in the field are refined to the notion of the
532continuum of points or positions. As an object moves across this continuum, as for
533example, my hand moving across the desk from point A to point B, it is conceived to
534describe a trajectory – a line – consisting of the points or positions the hand traverses.
535Each point momentarily occupied is conceived to correspond to an ‘instant’ of time.
536Thus arises the notion of abstract time – the series of instants – itself simply another
537dimension of the abstract space. This space, argued Bergson, is in essence a ‘principle
538of infinite divisibility’. Having convinced ourselves that this motion is adequately
539described by the line/trajectory the object traversed, we can break up the line (space)
540into as many points as we please. But the concept of motion this implies is inherently
541an infinite regress. To account for the motion, we must – between each pair of static
542points/positions supposedly occupied by the object – re-introduce the motion, hence a
543new (smaller) trajectory of static points—ad infinitum.
544Motion, Bergson argued, must be treated as indivisible. The paradoxes of Zeno, he
545held, had their origin in the logical implications of an abstract space and time; they
546were Zeno’s attempts to force recognition of the invalidity of this treatment. When
547Achilles cannot catch the hare, it is because we view his indivisible steps through the
548lens of the abstract trajectory or line each step covers. We think of the abstract space
549traversed. We then propose that each such distance can be successively halved—
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550infinitely divided in other words. Achilles never reaches the hare. But Achilles moves
551in an indivisible motion; he most definitely catches the hare.
552In the abstraction, neural processes can have no time-extent, and it is not possible
553to appeal to such without implicitly violating the logic of the model by which we
554store experience in the brain in the first place. This argument is to force exactly the
555same recognition as that which Zeno attempted. The classical abstraction – time as a
556series of instants – forces us to clarify our notion of matter. If matter is only that
557which is ‘present’, else it is consigned to non-existence, then we are forced to ask,
558“what is the extent of the present instant?” Then, since we are committed to
559‘instants’, we are committed to abstract space with its principle of infinite
560divisibility. We end by taking any ‘instant’ or extent of time and dividing it unto
561its ultimate component—an abstract mathematical point. This is the inherent extent
562of the instant, the time-extent of matter, the time-extent of the brain and the time-
563extent of all neural processes. In truth, at the mathematical point, there is no time at
564all. If we accept abstract space and time, then it is on this logical and metaphysical
565basis that we must explain the perception of rotating cubes, buzzing flies, and
566singing notes of violins—all experience, all qualia.
567But rarifying the abstract conception of space continues. The motions are now
568treated as relative, for we can move the object across the continuum, or the
569continuum beneath the object. Motion now becomes immobility dependent purely on
570perspective. All real, concrete motion of the matter-field is now lost. Thus, Bergson
571argued, there must be real motion. He would insist:

572Thoughwe are free to attribute rest or motion to anymaterial point taken by itself, it
573is nonetheless true that the aspect of the material universe changes, that the internal
574configuration of every real system varies, and that here we have no longer the
575choice between mobility and rest. Movement, whatever its inner nature, becomes
576an indisputable reality. We may not be able to say what parts of the whole are in
577motion, motion there is in the whole nonetheless. (1896/1912: 255)

579He would go on to note:

580Of what object, externally perceived, can it be said that it moves, of what other
581that it remains motionless? To put such a question is to admit the discontinuity
582established by common sense between objects independent of each other,
583having each its individuality, comparable to kinds of persons, is a valid
584distinction. For on the contrary hypothesis, the question would no longer be
585how are produced in given parts of matter changes of position, but how is
586effected in the whole a change of aspect... (1896/1912, 259)

588In the global motion of this whole, the ‘motions’ of ‘objects’ now are seen as
589changes or transferences of state. The motion of this whole, this ‘kaleidoscope’ as
590Bergson called it, cannot be treated as a series of discrete states. Rather, he argued, this
591motion is better treated in terms of a melody, the ‘notes’ of which permeate and
592interpenetrate each other, the current ‘note’ being a reflection of the previous notes of
593the series, all forming an organic continuity, a ‘succession without distinction’
594(Bergson, 1889), a motion which is indivisible. From this perspective, ‘primary
595memory’ becomes a property of the field itself and of its melodic motion.
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596Abstract space/time is a projection frame for our thought, derived from the
597necessity for practical action. Imported into the problem of consciousness, it is a
598barrier. For physics, the effort to break from this projection frame has been very real.
599If for physics itself it is true that, “...a theory of matter is an attempt to find the reality
600hidden beneath...customary images which are entirely relative to our needs...”
601(Bergson, 1896/1912, 254), the abstraction has been the ultimate barrier.

602Physics and the abstraction

603First to go was the concept of a trajectory of a moving object. This no longer exists
604in quantum mechanics. One can determine through a series of measurements only a
605series of instantaneous positions, while simultaneously renouncing all grasp of the
606object’s state of motion, i.e., Heisenberg’s famous principle of uncertainty. As de
607Broglie (1947/1969) would note, writing his comparison of Bergson to current
608concepts of physics, the measurement is attempting to project the motion to a point
609in our continuum, but in doing so, we have lost the motion. Thus Bergson noted,
610over 40 years before Heisenberg, “In space, there are only parts of space and at
611whatever point one considers the moving object, one will obtain only a position”
612(Bergson, 1889, p. 111).
613Nottale (1996) simply notes Feynman and Hibbs’(1965) proof that the motion of
614a particle is continuous but not differentiable. Hence, he argues, we should reject the
615long held notion that space–time is differentiable. He opts for a fractal approach—
616indivisible elements which build patterns. The essence of differentiation is to divide
617(say, a motion from A to B, or the slope of a triangle) into small parts. This operation
618is carried out with smaller and smaller parts or divisions. It is understood that the
619divisions can be infinite in number, infinitely small. When the parts or divisions have
620become so minute, we envision ‘taking the limit’ of the operation—obtaining the
621measure of say, ‘instantaneous’ velocity, or slope, etc. To speak of non-
622differentiability is to say—‘non-infinite divisibility’. We have something—indivis-
623ible. To state that space–time is non-differentiable another way, we may say the
624global evolution of the matter-field over time is seen as non-differentiable; it cannot
625be treated as an infinitely divisible series of states.
626Lynds (Foundations of Physics Letters, 2003) now argues that there is no precise
627static instant in time underlying a dynamical physical process. If there were such,
628motion and variation in all physical magnitudes would not be possible, as they
629would be frozen static at that precise instant, and remain that way. In effect, such an
630instant would imply a momentarily static universe. Such a universe is incapable of
631change, for the universe itself could not change to assume another static instant.
632Consequently, at no time is the position of a body (or edge, vertex, feature, etc.) or a
633physical magnitude precisely determined in an interval, no matter how small, as at
634no time is it not constantly changing and undetermined. It is by this very fact – that
635there is not a precise static instant of time underlying a dynamical physical process
636or motion – that variation in magnitudes is possible; it is a necessary tradeoff—
637precisely determined values for continuity through time. It is only the human
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638observer, Lynds notes, who imposes a precise instant in time upon a physical
639process. Thus, there is no equation of physics, no wave equation, no equation of
640motion, no matter how complex, that is not subject to this indeterminacy.
641With this view, there can be no static form at any instant, precisely because this
642static instant does not exist. The brain cannot base its computations on something
643that, to it, does not exist. The brain is equally embedded in the transforming matter-
644field, i.e., it is equally a part of this indeterminacy. It can only be responding to
645invariance over a non-differentiable, indivisible flow or change.

646Non-differentiable time-motion

647The brain, and the reconstructive wave it supports, is embedded within this field and its
648non-differentiable motion. The rotation of the cube is equally part of this motion. Due to
649the hierarchical dynamics of the brain, the dynamical pattern (or attractor) it is
650supporting is in a certain proportionality relative to the micro-events of the matter-field,
651and therefore the image of the cube is specific to a scale of time—a spinning, fuzzy
652cylinder-cube, or a barely rotating cube. This dynamical pattern can equally be viewed
653as being ‘specific to’ an indivisible, variable (scaled), time-extent of this field—a
654spinning 16-edged cylinder-cube, or a static cube, or according to the invariance laws
655constraining this dynamical pattern, a non-rigid, wobbly cube. We have noted that the
656‘specification’ supported by this dynamics is to the past, i.e., to past ‘states’ of the
657transforming matter-field. The external events the brain is processing – the wing-beats
658of the fly, the motion-cycles of the cube, and all the micro-events comprising these
659motions – have long since come and gone. Yet the relativity principle we have
660discussed in the context of Messrs. A and B, the non-differentiable or melodic motion
661of the field, the fictional status of present ‘instants’ that cease instantly to exist—all tell
662us that this past-specification is possible. We have at least the foundations for the
663solution to the temporal variant of the homunculus regress. If we can rely on the
664‘primary memory’ of the matter-field itself, we do not need a memory storing samples
665of the event, nor yet another observer scanning the samples.
666This is a concrete realization of Gibson’s abstract ‘direct specification’ of events
667or of dynamic forms. It is a ‘direct’ realism that is not simply a naïve realism. The
668image is always an optimal function of the invariance information available in the
669field in conjunction with invariance laws (constraints) built into the brain’s design. It
670is a specification of the past motion of the field given the best available information
671within the field and given the intrinsic uncertainty of ‘measuring’ this field due to its
672temporal motion. Being a specification of the past, it is always, as Bergson argued,
673already a memory, a memory based in the primary memory supported by the non-
674differentiable time-evolution of the matter-field itself.

675The quality of color

676A long-standing view of color is that there is no type of objective, physical property
677suitable for identification with our experience of color. Nothing is actually colored.
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678The (white) coffee cup resting before us possesses no color. Colors only exist as
679subjective qualities. For representationalism, color experience is a vast illusion for us
680all. Objects (better, ‘objects’) are represented as colored in the dark, quiet brain, yet
681there are no properties of the physical world that the representations are reflecting.
682Note that these last statements can be equally said of form. Form too is not a primary
683property; it must be an illusion. As per the wobbly cube, objects are represented as
684having a form, yet there are no simple properties of objects that this representation of
685form is reflecting.
686The matter-field, at the null-scale of time, must be conceived as being itself
687intrinsically qualitative. The concept that matter does not have ‘secondary’ qualities,
688that nothing is truly colored, is a function of an atomistic, mechanistic model—
689abstract billiard balls in abstract ‘motions’ denuded of quality. A field of abstract,
690homogeneous ‘objects’ (e.g., particles, electrons, quarks) in equally abstract (and
691relative) ‘motions’ introduces an impassable gap between these objects/motions and
692quality (or qualia). At the null scale of time, the matter-field may indeed be near the
693homogeneous state envisioned by classical mechanics in its particles with their
694abstract motions. But as we impose scale, this changes:

695May we not conceive, for instance, that the irreducibility of two perceived colors
696is due mainly to the narrow duration into which are contracted the billions of
697vibrations which they execute in one of our moments? If we could stretch out this
698duration, that is to say, live it a slower rhythm, should we not, as the rhythm
699slowed down, see these colors pale and lengthen into successive impressions, still
700colored no doubt, but nearer and nearer to coincidence with pure vibrations?
701(Bergson, 1896/1912, p. 268)

703Color, just as form, is an optimal specification of properties of the external matter-
704field. Byrne and Hilbert (2003) show that the ‘representation’ of color, e.g., Q1the
705redness of the tomato, is in terms of proportions of hue-magnitude—legitimate
706properties of the tomato as part of the matter-field. This ‘representation’, we have
707seen, is better understood as specification.

708The external image, subject-object and time

709We need to defeat the natural companion of the coding problem, the homunculus.
710We cannot have (as in Figure 2) a little viewer or mystical eye in the brain viewing
711the virtual image. How can this dilemma be avoided? Both Bergson (1896/1912) and
712Bohm (1980) called attention to real properties of the holographic field, the
713implications of which must be considered. If the state of every element reflects the
714whole, if the motion of the whole is indivisible (or non-differentiable) and therefore
715again, the state of every element reflects the history of the whole field, it is difficult
716to avoid the concept that an elementary awareness is implicit within this field at the
717null scale. That is, if the state of each ‘element’ of the field is reflective of, or
718carrying information for, the whole, it is in a very elementary sense, ‘aware’ of the
719whole. This view will be taken as a form of panpsychism, but note, this is the null
720scale of time. Hitherto, when panpsychism speaks of ‘consciousness’ in the field,
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721what scale is meant? Does it refer to the scale of consciousness as we know it? Nor
722is there any form of ‘mentality’ being ascribed to the field, to its ‘particles’, to virtual
723photons, etc. Again, in the case of the model discussed here, the whole dynamical
724apparatus supporting the brain as a reconstructive wave is required to impose a time-
725scale upon this field in order to support consciousness as we (or even frogs or
726chipmunks) know it.
727The point here then is that initial considerations of the properties of the
728holographic field lead to postulating a limited, elementary property of awareness –
729call it a limited form of panpsychism – over the matter-field. Deeper quantum
730considerations lead to better arguments. But how does such a (panpsychic) property
731help the homunculus aspect of the coding problem? It is only useful in this way: at
732the null scale of time, there is no differentiation within the matter-field between body
733and field, or subject and object. Let us suppose our body and a fly external to the
734body within this field. At the null scale, there is no differentiation—both are simply
735‘phases’ of the field. If we run a little gedanken experiment, letting the dynamics of
736the brain gradually impose a scale of time, the fly transforms gradually from an
737ensemble of vibrations, to a motionless creature, to the heron-like fly, to the
738‘buzzing’ being of our normal scale. Subject is differentiating from object. The
739specification of the brain’s reconstructive wave, as noted, is to increasing extents of
740the past, but we can see that the specification is also simultaneously to a (time-
741scaled) form of the elemental awareness defined throughout the field. There is no
742homunculus looking at the image. This is the essence of Bergson’s principle:
743“Questions relating to subject and object, to their distinction and their union, must
744be put in terms of time rather than of space” (1896/1912, p. 77).

745The relativity of virtual action

746

747[Objects] send back, then, to my body, as would a mirror, their eventual
748influence; they take rank in an order corresponding to the growing or
749decreasing powers of my body. The objects which surround my body reflect
750its possible action upon them. (1896/1912, pp. 6–7)

752So Bergson would begin his argument that perception is virtual action. He stated
753that we must accept the obvious, like it or not, about the function of the brain. The
754brain, he argued, should be regarded as “an instrument of analysis with regard to
755movement received, and of selection with regard to movements executed ‘and’ (The
756higher centers of the cortex) do but indicate a number of possible actions at once, or
757organize one of them” (1896/1912, p. 20). Thus the essential function of the brain
758(as with Sperry, 1952) was viewed as the preparation of an array of appropriate
759motor acts relative to the surrounding environment. Significantly missing, as we saw,
760is the function so usually sought, i.e., the representation and generation of the image
761of the external world. Highly related to Gibson’s notion of the perception of ‘affordances’,
762the perceived world thus becomes the reflection of an array of action possibilities.
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763The order being carved out of the ambient energy flux (Bohm’s ‘explicate’ order)
764is a particular order defined relative to the action capabilities of the organism. The
765regularities of the world, the shared commonalities across observers that save us
766from pure idealism, derive from the invariance laws (in the realist’s field) to which
767these systems can respond. As we earlier considered the effects of introducing a
768catalyst into the dynamical makeup of the body/brain, we already previewed the
769relativistic aspect of this principle. Let us complete the implications, for the time-
770scaling of the external image is not a merely subjective phenomenon—it is objective,
771and has objective consequences realizable in action.
772Consider a cat viewing a mouse traveling across the cat’s visual field (Figure 11).
773Focusing on the Gibsonian structure of this field and its complex projective invariance,
774we note the texture density gradient, the size constancy of the mouse as it moves
775specified by the invariant proportion, S∝1/N, the value, C, specifying the impending
776time to contact with the mouse, with its critical role in controlling action, implicitly
777defined in the brain’s ‘resonance’ state. This entire structure (and much more than
778described) is supported, over time, by the ‘resonant’ or dynamical pattern of the brain.
779Within this dynamical pattern, there are ‘tuning’ parameters for the action systems
780(cf. Turvey, 1977a). Turvey described a ‘mass-spring’ model of the action systems,
781where, for example, reaching an arm out for the fly is conceived as in releasing an
782oscillatory spring with a weight at one end. ‘Stiffness’ and ‘damping’ parameters
783specify the end-point and velocity of such a system. Time is necessarily another
784parameter. Note that we can translate the mouse and his track towards or away from the
785cat, and yet the horizontal projection (h) on the retina is the same, any number of such
786mice/tracks projecting similarly. Therefore h/t is not enough information to specify
787unambiguously the mouse’s velocity and the needed information required for a leap.
788The needed muscle-spring parameters must be realized directly in the cat’s muscular or
789coordinative structures via properties of the optic array, e.g., the texture density
790gradient across which the mouse moves and the quantity of texture units he occludes.
791At our normal scale of time, we can envision a function relating the minimum
792velocity of leap (Vmin) required for the cat to leap and intercept the mouse at D as the
793mouse moves along his path. But how is the velocity of the mouse specified by the
794body? A physicist requires some time-standard to measure velocity. He could use a
795single rotation of a nearby rotating disk to define a ‘second’. But were someone to
796surreptitiously double the rotation rate of this disk, the physicist’s measures of some
797object’s velocity would be halved, e.g., from 2 ft/s to 1 ft/s. But the body must use an
798internal reference system—a system equally subject to such changes. This system
799must be an internal chemical velocity of the body, a velocity it was argued, that can
800be changed by introducing a catalyst (or catalysts)—an operation that can be termed,
801in shorthand, modulating the body’s energy state. If I raise this energy state, the
802function specifying the value of Vmin for the cat must change. This is simply to say,
803with reference to our example, that the perceived velocity of the object (mouse) must
804be lowered, for its perceived velocity must be a reflection of the new possibility of
805action at the higher energy state. There is a new (lower) Vmin defined along every
806point of the object’s trajectory, and therefore the object, if perception is to display
807our possibility of action with ecological validity, must appear to be moving more
808slowly. If the fly is now flapping its wings slowly, the perception is a specification of
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809the action now available, e.g., in reaching and grasping the fly perhaps by the wing-
810tip. In the case of the rapidly rotating cylinder with serrated edges (once a cube), if
811by raising the energy state sufficiently we cause a perception of a cube in slow
812rotation, it is now a new specification of the possibility of action, e.g., of how the
813hand might be modulated to grasp edges and corners rather than a smooth cylinder.
814This dynamic system, then, composed of environment and organism, undifferen-
815tiated at the null scale, is truly a tightly coupled, reciprocally causal system. It is a
816symmetric system, and as Shaw and McIntyre (1974) had pointed out, referencing
817Ernst Mach (1902), such a system is in equilibrium. A change in one half of the system
818demands a corresponding change in the other to maintain equilibrium. In this case, we
819have a cognitive symmetry, maintaining the equilibrium between the organism’s
820psychological states and the information states of the environment. The relativity
821viewed here is an implication of this symmetry. It is now a cognitive ‘relativity’,
822obtained when we leave the classical abstraction of space and time behind.

823Situatedness and time

824There are no representations in this system, i.e., there are no internal symbols within
825the brain carrying the weight of semantics. The objects of perception, located

Figure 11 Hypothetical func-
tion describing the minimum
velocity required for the cat to
intercept the mouse at D (after
Robbins, 2000; 2001).
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826externally in depth, in volume – the buzzing fly, the transforming cube – are the
827‘symbols’. The meaning of these ‘symbols’ is inherently grounded in the body itself,
828for they are reflections of the possibility of action. The system is embedded in time,
829in the melodic flow of the matter-field.
830This embeddedness, not only in time but in the physical environment, has become
831an important concept in the theory of robotics. In their early argument for
832situatedness, Winograd and Flores (1987) rejected the view of cognition as symbolic
833manipulation of representations that are understood as referring to objects and
834properties in the ‘external’ world. Following Heidegger’s (1927) philosophy of
835being-in-the-world they noted:

836Heidegger makes a more radical critique, questioning the distinction between a
837conscious, reflective, knowing ‘subject’ and a separable ‘object’. He sees
838representations as a derivative phenomenon, which occurs only when there is a
839breaking down of concernful action. Knowledge lies in the being that situates
840us in the world, not in reflective representation (pp. 73–74).

842Heidegger was certainly aware of Bergson. Cassirer Q2(1929/1957) was straight-
843forward, noting, “It is the lasting achievement of the Bergsonian metaphysic that it
844reversed the ontological relation assumed between being and time.” The relationship
845of subject and object in terms of time constitutes the fundamental framework within
846which ‘situatedness’ truly lies.
847Practically, in terms of constructing a conscious situated ‘device’, as I have noted
848elsewhere (Robbins, 2002, 2004a), it means the following:

849(1) The total dynamics of the system must be proportionally related to the events of
850the matter-field such that a time-scale is defined upon this field.
851(2) The dynamics of the system must be structurally related to the events of the
852matter-field, i.e., reflective of the invariance laws defined over the time-
853extended events of the field.
854(3) The information resonant over the dynamical structure (or state) must integrally
855include relation to/feedback from systems for the preparation of action (to
856ensure the partition of a subset of field events related to action).
857(4) The operative dynamics of the system must be an integral part of the indivisible,
858non-differentiable motion of the matter-field in which it is embedded.
859(5) The dynamical structure must globally support a reconstructive wave.

860In (4) the term ‘operative’ dynamics is employed. This is to sharply differentiate
861this ‘device’ from the syntactic (or symbolic manipulation) model, where the
862operative ‘dynamics’ is in syntactic operations, and where it is felt that these
863syntactic operations can ride atop a real dynamics, e.g., atop the real electromagnetic
864flux of a computer, and still account for mind (e.g., Prinz & Barsalou, 2000).

865Indirect vs. direct

866There is a large array of ‘how-would-this-work?’ questions such a model opens up, from
867the operation of memory to the nature of thought, language and cognition. I have
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868approached some of these elsewhere (Robbins, 2000, 2002, 2006). The indirect realist
869immediately demands an explanation of illusions. A brief indication might suffice and
870throws light on the possibilities of specification as an approach. Several experimental
871findings that appear to support indirect realism center around saccades. When we first
872look at a room, the eye darts from point to point over the area, in zigzag fashion,
873taking in information. During the movement itself, between the points, the eye is
874apparently blind, picking up no information. Under such conditions, objects presented
875during a saccade are actually invisible. The visual system appears to be shut down for
876an instant, but the brain ‘computes’ what we would have seen during the saccade.
877Smythies (2002) notes that it would be most implausible to suggest, per direct realism,
878that we see directly only when our eyes are not in saccadic movement. The response is
879that the perception is as direct as ever. During the motion of a clock hand relative to a
880receptive eye (as in Yarrow, Haggard, Heal, Brown & Rothwell, 2001), the always
881dynamic velocity flow information from the field is taken in, the optimal percept
882computed, and the reconstructive wave/specification is, as ever, to the past motion of
883the field. During the saccade, the brain-supported reconstructive wave does not cease.
884Just as for the rotating cube, this ‘wave’ continues to specify a transforming field
885based on the information available and the probabilistic algorithm employed by the
886architecture.
887O’Regan (1992) is similar in this respect. He noted that an entire page of Q3
888surrounding text can be changed without notice during a saccade while someone is
889reading as long as the 17–18 character window the eye is focused upon is
890undisturbed. This observation would lead to his treatment of ‘change blindness’
891(O’Regan & Noë, 2001). He opted to conceive of the environment as an ‘external Q3
892memory store’ to explain the persistence of the perceived world during saccades. He
893is one of the few that hold that perception is not ‘within’, in some strange internal
894mini-world. But what is the scale of time of such an external memory store (i.e.,
895world)? Certainly nothing like the scale of our ‘buzzing’ fly (cf. Robbins, 2004b).
896We can better say that the reconstructive wave and/or the pattern supporting it within
897the brain is not affected by a substitution of the surrounding text during a saccade
898with its minute information gathering capacity (one estimate has this at 44 bits of
899information), the brain’s specificatory wave yet being to the same (time-scaled) form
900of the past motion of the matter-field.

901Direct memory

902This model of perception implies an entirely new theory of memory and cognition.
903For the sake of a view of the implications, I intend here to give a very brief
904overview. If Gibson’s model of direct perception is in effect Bergson’s, perception is
905not solely occurring within the brain. Experience, then, cannot be exclusively stored
906there. Bergson (1896/1912) visualized the brain, embedded in the 4-D matter-field,
907as a form of ‘valve’ which allowed experiences from the past into consciousness
908depending on the array of action systems activated. In updated terms, we say again
909that the brain, embedded in the 4-D holographic field, again acts as a modulated
910reconstructive wave. Loss of memories – amnesias, aphasias, etc. – would be due, as
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911Bergson (1896/1912) in essence argued, to damage that causes inability to assume
912the complex modulatory patterns required.
913This does not mean that no form of memory is stored in the brain. Sherry and
914Schacter (1987) described two general forms of memory, labeled ‘System I’ and
915‘System II’. The two systems correspond exactly to the distinction Bergson made in
916Matter and Memory. ‘System I’ can also be termed the ‘procedural’—stored
917mechanisms or procedures for unrolling an action at will. It is amenable, at least
918partially, to the connectionist net, and is obviously brain-based. ‘System II’ holds
919experiences. It corresponds to the memory Tulving (1972) termed ‘episodic’. It is the
920difference, in Bergson’s example, between a series of piano practice sessions on
921Chopin’s Waltz in C# minor as events (System II, experiences or ‘episodic’) and the
922series resultant—the neural mechanism (System I) that unrolls the practiced waltz at will.
923This System I includes the sensorimotor ‘schemas’ of Piaget, where, for example, an
924object such as a cup becomes embedded as it were in a matrix of possible actions –
925lifting, drinking, pouring – which are initially overtly acted out when a cup is perceived
926and with age, ultimately inhibited. These become a basis for triggering wave-modulation
927patterns. The relation between these two forms of memory – that based in the brain and
928that which is not – is a complex one and a subject for much further theory.
929The essential operation of direct memory is ‘redintegration’, termed so by Wolff in
9301732. Examples of this phenomenon abound in everyday experience. Thus the sound of
931thunder may serve to redintegrate a childhood memory of the day one’s house was
932struck by lightning. Perhaps, for example, we are walking down a road in the
933summertime and suddenly notice a slight rustling or motion in the grass along the
934embankment. Immediately, an experience returns in which a snake was encountered in a
935similar situation. Klein (1970) notes that these remembered experiences are “structured
936or organized events or clusters of patterned, integrated impressions,” and that Wolff
937had in effect noted that subsequent to the establishment of such patterns, the pattern
938might be recalled by reinstatement of a constituent part of the original pattern. Ignored
939to this point, with relatively few exceptions, has been the significance of Gibson. Yet
940the characterization of Wolff’s “structured or organized events or clusters of patterned,
941integrated impressions,” or event-patterns that can be recalled by reinstatement of a
942constituent part of the original pattern, is exactly Gibson’s theory.
943Imagine a drive up a mountain road. The road curves back and forth, sinusoidally,
944rising at a particular grade. We have then a certain gradient of velocity vectors
945lawfully transforming as a function of the radius of the curves and the velocity of the
946vehicle. Our driver can rely directly on the τ value to modulate his velocity to avoid
947possible impacts with structures along the road. There are other components such as
948the contour and texture density gradients peculiar to a mountain terrain. An integral
949part of this transforming field (E) is the organism (O). The transformation specifying
950the flow field is also that defining the values of tuning parameters for the action
951systems. The velocity of field expansion/directional change is specific to the velocity
952of the car and to the muscular adjustments necessary to hold it on the road. Therefore
953the state of the body/brain with respect to future possible (virtual) action as well as that
954actually being carried out constitutes an integral component of the E–O event pattern.
955I believe it is quite common for people to have past experiences redintegrated by
956this form of flowing, road-driving, invariance structure. My wife tells me that every
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957time we drive along a certain curving section of the freeway near Milwaukee, she
958feels she is in an area of California where she once lived. Why is this? The brain, I
959have already argued, is a modulated wave within the holographic matter-field. The
960reason that the experience is reconstructed is that the brain is thrown by the
961invariance structure of the present event into the same reconstructive wave pattern as
962that which defined the original event. This is the entire principle of redintegration.
963We can state it thus:

964A present event E’ will reconstruct a previous event E when E’ is defined by
965the same invariance structure or by a sufficient subset of the same invariance
966structure.

968The more unique this invariance structure, the easier it is to reconstruct the event.
969It is exactly as if a series of wave fronts were recorded upon a hologram, each with a
970unique frequency of reference wave, as when we imagined storing the wave fronts of
971a pyramid, chalice, toy truck and candle (Figure 2). Each wave front (or image) can
972then be reconstructed uniquely by modulating the reconstructive wave to each
973differing frequency.
974Imagine a series of perceived events, for example, a man stirring coffee, a
975baseball hurtling by one’s head, a boot crushing a can. Each has a unique invariance
976structure. To create the reconstructive wave for these, i.e., to evoke over the brain the
977needed modulation or dynamic wave pattern, I might use as a ‘cue’ respectively—a
978stirring spoon, an abstract rendering of an approaching object capturing the tau value
979of the baseball event, and an abstract rendering of one form descending upon and
980obscuring another. But these events are multi-sensory (multi-modal) and the four-
981dimensional extent of experience is multi-modal. There are auditory invariants as
982well defined over the events. The steady ‘looming’ of the approaching baseball, with
983its radial, expanding flow field, is proportional over a range of frequency values to
984the change of sound inherent in the Doppler effect. Our cues could become
985respectively—the whoosh of the passing baseball, the swishing or clinking sound of
986stirring, the crinkling sound of collapse of a tin structure. Even the dynamics of the
987muscular (or haptic) component of the event has a mathematical structure we could
988employ to re-cue the event—the ‘inertia tensor’, and its mathematical specification
989of the forces and moments of inertia in three dimensions that describe the motion.
990We could cue our stirring event by wielding a ‘tensor object’. that captures this
991inertia tensor (invariant) specific to spoon-stirring.
992In the heavily studied memory context employing verbal materials such as paired-
993associate learning, we can imagine learning a pair (among many pairs in a list) such
994as SPOON–COFFEE. SPOON is now used as the ‘cue’ to test recall of COFFEE.
995Let us suppose that the subject at least imagined an event, namely himself stirring
996coffee. Nevertheless the abstract SPOON is very non-specific, corresponding to a
997very unconstrained wave capable of reconstructing many events. We need to
998constrain the reconstructive wave and we can do so by placing successively richer
999dynamics upon the spoon. The subject can imagine a spoon in a stirring motion, or
1000actually use a concrete spoon, moving it in a stirring motion. Greater constraint
1001would add a liquid medium with the resistance similar to coffee. Each corresponds to
1002a finer tuning of the reconstructive wave defined over the brain. Such concrete,
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1003ecological constraint would allow retrieval of lists in such technically difficult verbal
1004paradigms as the A–B, A–C, where the same cue/stimulus word appears in both lists,
1005for example SPOON–COFFEE in list 1, SPOON–CAKE BATTER in list 2. Now,
1006for the CAKE BATTER, the stirring must be constrained by the diameter appropriate
1007to a bowl versus a cup, or by the resistance appropriate to a batter-like medium as
1008opposed to coffee. In fact, ecological constraint of the reconstructive wave will
1009support a technically impossible verbal paradigm, such as lists where every stimulus
1010word is SPOON, e.g., SPOON–COFFEE, SPOON–BATTER, SPOON–SOUP, etc.
1011As the research field of Subject Performed Tasks is now demonstrating (cf.
1012Engelkamp, 1998; Robbins, 2006), this ecological dynamics for direct memory is
1013prior, and the laws of verbal learning are derivative.

1014Cognition and the compositional

1015This fundamental memory operation lies at the basis of cognition. If the ‘concept’ is the
1016basic ‘unit’ of cognition, the concept becomes a function of a wave of lesser coherence
1017sent through 4-D memory. For example, consider a series of experienced events of
1018coffee stirring. The events have an invariance structure as we have seen. Over repeated
1019events, other invariants emerge. There are, for example, what can be termed structural
1020invariants. Required to move the liquid is an instrument of sufficient length, rigidity and
1021width. Conversely, a liquid with density and viscosity capable of being (easily) moved is
1022always required. A container is required with depth, volume and height sufficient to both
1023hold and spatially constrain the liquid. There are force invariants: a force needed tomove
1024the spoon, forces needed to hold the cup on the table and in place as it is stirred.
1025Gelernter (1994) envisioned an operation of taking a ‘stack’ of events across which the
1026invariants stand out, just as Galton’s (1883 Q3) example of an abstract face derived over
1027multiple superimposed photographs. One may conceive of the basis for a ‘concept’ as
1028a wave of less than perfect coherence supported by the dynamics of the brain (e.g., a
1029composite of f1 and f2 in Figure 2) reconstructing a composite of images or wave
1030fronts (stirring-events) across 4-D memory, over which the invariants across the
1031images/events stand out. ‘Stirring’ itself, as a concept, is an invariant across multiple
1032stirring events in 4-D memory as defined by this operation. In this sense, the operation
1033of redintegration or direct recall is the basis of abstraction and, in turn, of the
1034‘compositionality’ (or compositional elements) Fodor and Pylyshyn (1995) insist upon
1035as the basis for representative thought.
1036‘Systematicity’ is the second essential component required by Fodor and
1037Pylyshyn. I have argued elsewhere (Robbins, 2002, 2006) that Piaget’s ‘operations’
1038are in fact the essence of systematicity, and that Piaget’s stages, now seen as the
1039natural bifurcations of a dynamic system (cf. Molenaar & Raijakers, 2000), describe
1040the dynamical trajectory underlying the development of this capacity. Consider the
1041task of predicting the order in which three colored beads on a wire, call them ABC,
1042will emerge after entering a little tunnel and the tunnel is given n 180° rotations.
1043(One 180° turn or semi-rotation=>CBA, two semi-rotations=>ABC, three=>CBA,
1044etc.) The dynamic trajectory the children follow requires years to represent these
1045bead/tunnel rotations as images, images which grow increasingly schematic, i.e.,
1046‘operational’, until the odd-even ‘rule’ (invariance) securely emerges (Piaget, 1946).
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1047The children in fact come to a stage where they can predict the results of three or
1048four semi-rotations, but literally exhaust themselves trying to represent (imagine) the
1049results of additional semi-turns, failing then on the general rule. Piaget’s theory of
1050operational thought is above all a theory of explicit thought, where images become
1051increasingly schematic symbols of potential actions.

1052Operations, one might say, are nothing other than articulated intuitions rendered
1053adaptable and completely reversible since they are emptied of their visual
1054content and survive as pure intention... In other words, operations come into
1055being in their pure state when there is sufficient schematization. Thus, instead
1056of demanding actual representation, each inversion will be conceived as a
1057potential representation, like the outline for an experiment to be performed, but
1058which is not useful to follow to the letter, even in the form of performing it
1059mentally. (1946, p. 30, emphasis added.)

1061Beneath Piaget’s theory of operations lies Bergson’s ‘device’. The less-than-
1062coherent waves driven through its 4-D memory and reconstructing abstract,
1063composite versions of past events support the phenomenon of mental images—so
1064problematic for both the symbolic-computer model and the neural net model. The
1065higher the order of invariance, the more abstract and context-free the images
1066become. The phrase “a utensil is moving a liquid medium,” for example, represents a
1067higher order of invariance across a far wider set of events bearing the same general
1068structure, as opposed to the more ‘concrete’ phrase, “a spoon is stirring coffee.” So
1069in the course of the child’s progress on Piaget’s tasks, the more schematic the
1070dynamic event-images eventually become (e.g., of rotating objects), until they
1071become the abstract ‘operations’ of his theory. But these schematic forms are always
1072founded in invariance defined over concrete experience. The abstract and the
1073concrete are reciprocal. A (4-D) ‘device’ that can ‘store’ this concrete experience,
1074allowing for this definition of invariance, is required for Piaget, his operations,
1075imaginal reconstructions, and thought.

1076Conclusion

1077The framework for cognition and memory that Bergson’s model establishes is rich,
1078powerful, and worthy of a much larger treatment (cf. Robbins, 2002, 2006). The
1079above is simply enough to provide the vision that indeed a theory of cognition/
1080memory is implied in Bergson’s model of perception. It all rests, of course, on a
1081vision of the role of the brain that neuroscience has yet to consider. But it should be
1082understood that neuroscience is far from understanding how experience is ‘stored’ in
1083the brain. It is currently confounded by the fact that everywhere one looks,
1084‘processing’ site and ‘storage’ site seem to be equivalent. In fact, this ‘storage’ has
1085never been more than a hypothesis, though one with the force of a dogma.
1086We have focused on Bergson’s theory of perception, and of course his natural ally,
1087Gibson. It should be clear that it harbors considerations on time that simply are not
1088discussed anywhere in the current literature on the ‘hard problem’ of consciousness.
1089This alone should cause theorists to consider if the framework in which the problem
1090has been approached is sufficiently wide. It is my hope that this exposition of the
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1091concrete key to Bergson will give his remarkable philosophy of mind the greater
1092attention it should deserve.
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